MEN HAVING BABIES
SOUTH
2018 SURROGACY
& GAY PARENTING
CONFERENCE
AUSTIN, TEXAS
MARCH 3–4, 2018

SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 2018
Registration: 3:00-3:30 PM
Is surrogacy right for you? Overview and personal stories: 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM (Salon A+B)
We will open our session with introductions, a comparison of surrogacy with other parenting options, and an overview of the considerations for
choosing various parenting routes.
To help you further understand what surrogacy entails from the personal standpoint, you will have an opportunity to hear personal testimonies
from a diverse group of of gay surrogacy dads and the surrogates who helped them.
Moderator: Andy Miller
Panelists include:

Caroline Phifer

Caroline is a 30 year old wife and mother from Fairfield, Texas. She has completed two amazing surrogacy journeys, one with a local
couple and one with an international couple.

Brandon Goss

Brandon, father through Surrogacy from Houston, Texas. Brandon first attended a MHB event in New York where he met the Surrogacy
agency he worked with to assist in the birth of his beautiful 2 year old daughter.

Dominique Side

Dominique is a Texas native who has completed one surrogacy journey after matching with a couple independently.

Coffee break: 4:45-5:00 PM
A mindful look at surrogacy - Psychological and Ethical Aspects: 5:00-6:15 PM (Salon A+B)
In this session we will examine the psychological, social and ethical concerns that some prospective parents and surrogates may feel in advance
of this joint journey, and might stand in the way of having an open and connected process. We will then offer possible coping mechanisms,
support resources and best practices to address these concerns. We will look at questions such as:
How can the parties best prepare for the journey, find the right match and adjust expectations?
What are the typical dynamics in the relationship between the intended parents and the surrogates?
How to best navigate difficult decision points and deal with the inherent uncertainty in the process?
How do parents and surrogates deal with critical social views of surrogacy?
What are the roots for concerns about exploitation and commodification in surrogacy?
What are the experiences of children born via surrogacy?

We will present recent academic research on surrogacy, and evidence from studies about the way surrogacy affects the the welfare of the
child, the surrogate, and her family. We will also look at programs meant to encourage a more mindful surrogacy experience, such as MHB’s
Framework for Ethical Surrogacy.
Moderator: Ron Poole-Dayan, surrogacy father, executive director of MHB
Speakers / Panelists:

Vickie Schafer, PhD., psychologist
Solveig Gramann, Circle Surrogacy
Michelle Pine, surrogate mother and MHB board member.
Caroline Phifer, surrogate mother

Break / Light Supper: 6:15-6:45 PM
Sponsored by Fertility Specialists of Texas

Planning your parenting journey: 6:45-8:00 PM (Salon A+B)
This is the first part of our comprehensive surrogacy workshop that was developed based on the accumulated knowledge of hundreds of gay
men who have already gone through the process.
Topics covered will include:

• Basic terminology, types and components of typical surrogacy arrangements.
• Typical sequence and timeline for gestational surrogacy journeys.
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• Legal considerations in the USA and Canada.
• Major decisions that shape the surrogacy journey.
• Considering your family vision, financial constraints, risk tolerance and ethical preferences.

Optional Social Activity Post-Conference:

Post Conference Happy Hour: 8:30 PM
Join us at the famous Austin bar Sellers Underground to close the evening with a social gathering organized in collaboration with several local
LGBT organizations. This casual time will be a great opportunity to discuss the information from the day’s sessions as well as network with
other parents, intended parents and professionals, and members of the local LGBT community.
Refreshments will be served.
Registered attendees receive a coupon for one free drink.

SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 2018
Registration: 8:30-9:00 AM
Picking providers, budgeting and financial assistance: 9:00-10:15 AM (Salon A+B)
On the second part of our workshop we will provide peer advice on selecting service providers, cost saving tips, and resources for financial
support. Topics covered will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Where to start (agency, clinic, surrogate or donor)
Selecting an agency and clinic
Estimated costs, and factors that affect costs
Cost saving best practices.
Financial help through the Gay Parenting Assistance Program (GPAP).

Coffee break: 10:15-10:30 AM
Expert Panel: Medical Aspects of Surrogacy 10:30-11:45 AM (Salon A+B)
The medical screening of future fathers, egg donors and surrogates, the creation of optimal embryos, and the IVF process
Moderator: Dr. Georges Sylvestre / MHB board
Panelists:

- Jerald Goldstein, M.D. / Fertility Specialists of Texas
- Susanna Park, M.D. / San Diego Fertility Center
- Amanda Hurliman, M.D. / Oregon Reproductive Medicine

Lunch / gay parenting expo: 11:45 AM - 1:15 PM (Salon A+B)
Enjoy a buffet lunch and explore our Gay Parenting Services Exhibit: more than twenty five tables where you can meet and receive information
from leading clinics, surrogacy agencies, lawyers and supporting community organizations. The expo will remain open until 5:30 pm. Lunch is
sponsored by Simple Surrogacy.

Expert Panel: Budgeting and Insurance 1:15-2:20 PM (Salon A+B)
A closer look at medical insurance and surrogate compensation packages. Sponsored by ART Risk
Moderator: Ron Poole-Dayan, MHB board
Panelists:

- Victoria Ferrara, Esq. / Worldwide Surrogacy Specialists
- Steve Snyder, Esq. / IARC
- Virginia Hart / ART Risk
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Breakout sessions - come meet the sponsors: 2:30 - 4:30 PM (Salon A+B, Limestone II, Pecan,
Bluebonnet)
Attendees will have the opportunity to take part in up to 6 introductory 20-minute group consultations with the various seminar sponsors. Take
advantage of this opportunity to “shop around” and get to know these agencies and clinics more closely. See the table below.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Time

Salon A+B

Limestone II

Pecan

Bluebonnet

2:30-2:48 PM

Jerald Goldstein, MD

Victoria Ferrara, Esq.
Heather Hoff, MD

Stephanie Scott

2:50-3:08 PM

Jerald Goldstein, MD

Victoria Ferrara, Esq.
Heather Hoff, MD

Stephanie Scott

3:10-3:28 PM

3:30-3:48 PM

Susanna Park, MD

Susanna Park, MD

Staci Swiderski
Dean Hutchison, Esq.

Amanda Hurliman, MD

Staci Swiderski
Dean Hutchison, Esq.

Simi Denson, Esq.

Hillary Smith

Virginia Hart

Ashim Kumar, MD

Hillary Smith

Steven Snyder, Esq.

Ashim Kumar, MD

3:50-4:08 PM

4:10-4:30 PM

Zara Griswold
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Zara Griswold

Optional private consultations: 3:00 - 8:00 PM (various rooms, please check with participating
providers for more details)
Several clinics and agencies will be available in offices for private consultations with prospective parents that wish to explore the options they
offer in more depth. Consultation slots may also be available last minute for those who want to first hear the providers at the conference.

Gay parenting expo / networking reception: 4:30 - 5:30 PM (Salon C+D)
Prospective parents, parents (&children!), psychologists, social workers, students, researchers and other professionals are invited to network
and exchange perspectives over refreshments. Our Surrogacy Expo will run in parallel.

SPECIALTY PANELS
Salon A+B

Limestone II

Expert legal panel:
Legal status of surrogacy across the USA and Canada,
contracts, securing parentage rights

5:30–6:30 pm

MODERATOR:

Michael Wetson / MHB board

GPAP Q&A:
Learn more about Men Having Babies Gay Parenting
Assistance Program (GPAP)
- Ron Poole-Dayan / MHB Executive Director

PANELISTS:

- Dean Hutchison, Esq. / Circle Surrogacy

- Cat Pursley / MHB Finance Manager

- Simi Denson, Esq. / PrimaVita Surrogacy

SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY AND MEDIA PARTNERS
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PANELISTS
Simi Denson, Esq.
Simi Denson is a Texas attorney whose practice focuses solely on gestational surrogacy and assisted reproductive
technology law. Simi’s professional commitment to the surrogacy community is grounded in her two personal
surrogacy experiences—she delivered a baby boy in 2010 and triplets in 2013 and maintains close friendships
with both families. She believes in the positive potential of surrogacy and has represented diverse families in
over 1,000 surrogacy arrangements. In response to her clients’ demands for a new and responsive agency
model and with her professional colleagues’ encouragement, she founded PrimaVita Surrogacy with partners
Tiffany Finley and Amanda Smith. PrimaVita Surrogacy provides personalized matching, professional guidance,
and attentive relationship support to ensure a positive surrogacy experience for both intended parents and
gestational carriers. The PrimaVita team wants parents and surrogates to look back on their shared surrogacy
journey fondly, remembering that it was full of trust, security, and love. Simi and PrimaVita Surrogacy are
committed to inclusive and creative family-building, and are proud to support Men Having Babies.

Victoria Ferrara, Esq.
Victoria Ferrara is the Founder and Legal Director of Worldwide Surrogacy Specialists, LLC,
a successful surrogacy matching agency, through which she has helped many couples and
individuals have children. One of her achievements is the landmark decision of Raftopol v.
Ramey, 12 A.3d 783 299 Conn. 681 (2011), a Connecticut Supreme Court case that essentially
created a new way to establish legal parentage in Connecticut, i.e., by being a party (Intended Parent) to a valid
gestational agreement regardless of genetic connection to the child to be born to the gestational surrogate.
Attorney Ferrara appears frequently in courts throughout the State of Connecticut for all matters in involving
assisted reproduction law, pre-birth orders, and adoptions, including co-parent and step-parent adoption
matters. She is a member of the Academy of Assisted Reproductive Law Attorneys, the Family Law Institute,
the National Gay and Lesbian Bar Association, the Connecticut Bar Association, and the Greater Bridgeport
Bar Association..

Jerald S. Goldstein, M.D.
Founder and medical director of Fertility Specialists of Texas, Dr. Jerald S. Goldstein is a
native Texan who received his medical degree from the University of Texas Southwestern
Medical School, Dallas. He is board certified in both obstetrics and gynecology and reproductive
endocrinology and infertility. Dr. Goldstein was an assistant professor in the division of reproductive
endocrinology at Washington University Medical Center, St. Louis. He has presented before numerous
medical conferences and published in such peer-reviewed journals as Fertility and Sterility and Obstetrics
and Gynecology. Dr. Goldstein is a member of the American Society of Reproductive Medicine, the American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology and the Society of Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility. Dr.
Goldstein has repeatedly been recognized by peers and patients alike as a leader in his field. He has been
voted a Best Doctor in D Magazine, as well as listed as a top doctor in several publications including Texas
Monthly’s annual list of Super Doctors.

Solveig Gramann, LICSW
Solveig Grahamn is the Surrogate Screening and Support Manager for Circle Surrogacy, as well as Licensed
Clinical Social Worker. Born and raised in Austin, Texas, Solveig earned her Master’s in Social Work from the
University of Texas at Austin School of Social Work. During her master’s program, she trained at two major
hospitals in Texas. At these institutions, she worked primarily with women populations conducting psychosocial
assessments, connecting patients and their families with local and national resources, collaborating with the
interdisciplinary health team, as well as providing clinical support. At Circle, Solveig screens and supports
surrogates. She also works on the consultation team to provide support to intended parents in their initial
engagement with the agency
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Virginia Hart
Virginia Hart has been an insurance broker for the past 24 years, the last 16 years specializing in insurance
for all aspects of assisted reproduction. As owner of ART Risk Financial and Insurance Solutions, Inc. she
remains current on insurance issues pertinent to the field and works with her clients to find the best solution,
whether it be through commercial insurance, specialty products, or financial case management. Licensed in
all 50 states, this allows her to work with clients regardless of location to find the best solution. With a BA in
Communication Studies from University of California, Los Angeles and her extensive breadth of knowledge,
Virginia often speaks at numerous conferences because of her expertise in Assisted Reproductive Technology
insurance.

Amanda Hurliman, M.D.
Dr Amanda Hurliman is a board-certified reproductive endocrinologist and infertility specialist.
She joined ORM in 2013 and helps build families worldwide through IVF, egg donation,
surrogacy, and reproductive genomics. As a fellow, Dr. Hurliman received the prestigious ASRM/
SREI National Research Service Institutional Training Award for her research. Along with the entire team she
is committed to helping every patient at ORM achieve their dream of a healthy baby on their first attempt.
She completed her education and medical training at Oregon Health and Science University and University of
Vermont.

Dean Hutchison, Esq.
Dean Hutchison is Director of Legal Services for Circle Surrogacy and Vice Chairman of the
American Bar Association’s Committee on Assisted Reproductive Technology. He received his
Bachelor’s Degree from the University of Richmond and his law degree from Suffolk University.
Prior to working with Circle Surrogacy, he was an attorney at Lawson & Weitzen in Boston, Massachusetts for
six years. Dean has managed hundreds of ART matters over the course of his career and has organized and
presented on many panels on the legal aspects of surrogacy and egg donation. He has been named a Rising
Star in Massachusetts Super Lawyer and Boston Magazine every year since 2009.

Susanna Park, M.D.
World renowned for her fertility expertise, IVF success and excellence in medical care, Dr.
Susanna Park has practiced as an infertility physician for the past 15 years. Dr. Park joined the
San Diego Fertility Center in 2012 following her tenure at Columbia University in New York City.
Her passion is to combine her extensive experience as an infertility physician with individualized
care and compassion. Dr. Park is double board-certified in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Reproductive
Endocrinology and Infertility. She graduated summa cum laude from Siena College and obtained her medical
degree at Albany Medical College. Dr. Park completed her residency and her fellowship in Reproductive
Endocrinology and Infertility, at University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. Dr. Park has developed a
large international referral practice due to her excellent patient rapport and high success rates with a variety of
treatments including IVF, donor eggs, egg freezing and gestational surrogacy. Dr. Park works closely with the
leading surrogacy agencies to assist the LGBT community build families.
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Steven H. Snyder, Esq.
Steven H. Snyder, Esq., is the founding and principal partner of Steven H. Snyder & Associates,
and he is the Director of the International Assisted Reproduction Center (IARC), a full-service
surrogacy and egg donation agency, both located in the U.S. in Minnesota. His life’s passion is
to help others experience the joys of being a parent, as he has experienced raising his two children.
Mr. Snyder is an active leader in numerous professional organizations, including the Society for Ethics in Egg
Donation and Surrogacy (SEEDS), RESOLVE Infertility, the American Fertility Association, the American Society
of Reproductive Medicine, and the American Bar Association Assisted Reproductive Technology Committee.
Mr. Snyder is the author of numerous articles and continuing legal education materials. He is also a frequent
national and international lecturer and continuing legal education presenter in the area of assisted reproductive
technology law. Mr. Snyder regularly contributes to various media interviews and publications as a legal expert
in assisted reproduction and third party reproduction legal issues.

Vickie Schafer, Ph. D
Dr. Vickie Schafer is a licensed psychologist in Austin, Texas. She is a member of the Mental Health Professional’s
Group of the American Society of Reproductive Medicine. She is passionate about assisting individuals and
couples in building their family. Dr. Schafer completes psychological consultations with intended parents to
help ensure their journey in third party reproduction is a positive experience. She also completes consultations
and psychological evaluations for egg donors, sperm donors, embryo donors, and gestational surrogates. Dr.
Schafer is especially excited about surrogacy as an option to help gay men to build their families.

Andy Miller
Andy is the Head of Healthcare and Social Services Giving at The Morris Foundation in Fort Worth, Texas. He
is the father to his 10-year son through domestic, private adoption. He and his Husband Brian founded The
Handsome Father in 2013, a nonprofit organization helping gay men realize their dreams of becoming fathers.
Today, The Handsome Father provides financial support to organizations, such a Men Having Babies, that carry
on that work.
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MHB SPEAKERS
Shelly Marsh, Marketing Manager
Shelly joined the Men Having Babies team in December 2017 as our Marketing Manager. Her primary focus is help promote our
organization while growing the attendance and visibility of our conferences. Prior to joining our team she worked at a California
based fertility clinic as the Marketing Manager. Shelly is also a three time surrogate mother to same sex male couples. She lives
in Southern California with her wonderful husband and two children, Aubrey and Stella.

Michelle Pine, Board Member, Chair of the Surrogates Advisory Committee
Michelle Pine is a special education teacher for students with mild disabilities at an alternative high school in Klamath Falls,
Oregon, having previously taught special education and Language Arts in Portland. Michelle holds two Masters in Education
from Concordia University and a Bachelor of Arts in English from Eastern Oregon University. When not working, Michelle enjoys
reading and writing and spending time with her family exploring Oregon. Michelle was a gestational surrogate for a same-sex
couple from Israel in 2015, and has recently begun a second journey with a serodiscordant couple from San Francisco. She
and her husband have three amazing children, all who played an important role in her first surrogacy journey and are equally
excited about the next one.

Ron Poole-Dayan, Board Member / Executive Director
Ron is the executive director and founding board member of Men Having Babies. He has over 20 years of experience in
marketing and business strategy development both in the USA and internationally. Ron earned his Masters degree in political
economy and comparative politics from Columbia University, and his bachelor’s degree in business administration from the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Ron is married to Greg Poole-Dayan, the COO of the Wartburg, a leading provider of senior
healthcare and residential services in NY. The couple met in 1994, and is among of the first same-sex couples in the nation to
father children through gestational surrogacy. The twins, born in 2001, were conceived with the use of eggs donated by Greg’s
sister, and carried by a gestational carrier. Ron has been the MHB program coordinator since 2005, and was appointed as the
Executive Director of Men Having Babies upon its incorporation in July 2012.

Catherine (Cat) Pursley, Finance and CRM Manager
Cat joined MHB Team in April 2017 to work alongside our Treasurer to improve financial management and reporting. She
resides with her family in Atlanta, GA. Cat has over 20 years of experience in financial accounting and organizational business
management, as well as government and legal contracts. She has experience in both the private and not for profit sector of
business operations, accounting and contracts. Cat has helped multiple start up companies get off the ground, as well as
reorganize existing growing companies to see them through to continued growth and profitability. Cat brings her experience to
MHB to serve as the Finance and GPAP Relationship Manager.

Georges Sylvestre, M.D., Board Member
Georges Sylvestre is an Obstetrician/Gynecologist specialized in High-Risk Pregnancies, currently Chairman of OBGYN at Flushing
Hospital Medical Center in Queens. Georges and his husband David Margolis live in Manhattan, and are the proud fathers of
Tristan and Noah, born in 2010 and 2013 via gestational surrogacy. Having grown up in France, Canada and Switzerland, the
Sylvestre-Margolis boys speak French and English at home, and has traveled extensively across the world, making a point of
meeting other LGBT gay couples raising children. Georges’ profession and personal experience give him a unique advantage in
understanding the medical, psychological, ethical and financial challenges of the IP/couple –egg donor – Gestational surrogate
triad.

Michael Wetson, board member / treasurer
Michael is co-owner and Director of Professional Service Delivery for Inscio, LLC, a Dallas-based consulting firm specializing in
connecting information with people via NetSuite and other leading solutions. Michael Wetson’s first experience with surrogacy
began as he and his husband Shawn started their journey in 2012. Their twins, Olivia and Sawyer, were born via an anonymous
egg donor and Gestational Surrogate in 2013. When not chasing the twins around the house or resolving employee and
customer requests, Michael and Shawn enjoy running (or napping, whichever task wins the toss). Michael is a graduate of the
University of Kansas, has mentored several gay couples as they began their own journey, and has been an outspoken advocate
for gay families for the past several years.
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BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Stephanie Scott
Stephanie Scott is the Executive Program Director at Simple Surrogacy. Stephanie is responsible
for the initial screening of all Intended Parents, Surrogates, and Egg Donors who apply with
our program. She reviews all new applicant profiles, records, references, insurance policies,
and ensures all applicant background investigations have been completed and cleared before
matching within our program (investigation includes a search of both Federal and State criminal records, as well as a
Residential History and Social Security Verification). She also ensures that the surrogates in our program have optimal
medical coverage to cover the pregnancy and delivery and arranges for all parties to obtain a life insurance policy.

Ashim Kumar, MD
Dr. Kumar is board certified in reproductive endocrinology and obstetrics and gynecology and practices near Los
Angeles, California. In recent years Dr. Kumar has focused his efforts for those that have had difficulty conceiving
and require third party reproduction (egg donor and/or gestational surrogacy). With high success rates, over half of his
current patients are from overseas which include Australia, Austria, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, The United
Kingdom, etc. Combining meticulous attention to detail, 7-day a week work ethic, the best support staff (nursing
& embryology) and the latest in technology, he is able to obtain the highest pregnancy rates achievable today. He
has been asked to present his work across the world including Australia, India, China, and Italy and has contacts in
numerous clinics that collaborate closely to provide seamless care.

Hilary Smith
Hilary is the International Nurse Coordinator for the Ovum Donor and Surrogacy program at CReATe Fertility Centre
in Toronto, Canada. Hilary has been a nurse for over 13 years and an IVF & Infertility Nurse since 2013 but has truly
found her passion in third party reproduction. Hilary has two young daughters who are her whole world and she
strongly believes that every individual regardless of location, family dynamic or sexual orientation should have the
opportunity to become parents as well. “Third party reproduction is one of the most challenging yet rewarding areas
to work in. It brings me so much fulfillment and gratification to be able to help create families for intended parents
all over the world.

Heather Hoff, M.D.
Heather Hoff, M.D. considers patient care a team effort involving advanced technology and expert care, and she is
committed to providing compassionate care that is personalized for every patient. She obtained her medical degree
and completed the Research Distinction Track at the University of Iowa Carver College of Medicine and residency
training at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, where she received numerous teaching and research awards,
including Best Chief Resident Educator and the Resident Research Award. Dr. Hoff then ventured south for her
Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility fellowship at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Her research
during fellowship was focused on improving embryo implantation. Her research has led to numerous publications
in Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility, including the field’s leading journals, and she has presented her work
both nationally and internationally.

Staci Swiderski
Staci Swiderski, CEO and Co-founder of Family Source Consultants has more than 15 years experience in Third Party
Reproduction. Staci oversees the company to ensure values are applied consistently from top to bottom, across all
departments by implementing the agencies vision, mission and overall direction. Being a former Intended Mother
herself, as well as a known egg donor twice, Staci has the passion, knowledge and personal experience related to
reproductive medicine and family building. In her free time, Staci enjoys reading, spending time with family, traveling
and keeping up with the latest technologies.
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ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTIONS
SIMPLE SURROGACY

PLATINUM

Simple Surrogacy was founded in 2002 to assist couples and individuals in achieving a family through assisted
reproduction. We were founded on one simple principle: to provide our clients with the highest standard of care
at an affordable price. We are one of the largest surrogacy and egg donation agencies in the U.S., and are
highly regarded in the surrogacy community for our expertise, support and professionalism. Simple Surrogacy
has worked with many International Clients on their journey to becoming parents, using our personal attention
to detail, prompt response and matching times, and affordable prices. Our counselors, coordinators and
owners are all experienced in assisted reproduction, as former surrogates, Intended Parents or Egg Donors.
It is our pleasure to offer our clients that insider’s expert knowledge at significantly reduced costs that enable
many people to become Parents through Surrogacy.

www.simplesurrogacy.com

FERTILITY SPECIALISTS OF TEXAS

PLATINUM

Fertility Specialists of Texas (FST) has a reputation for success, offering cutting-edge technology coupled with individualized, patientfocused care that results in some of the highest pregnancy and live birth rates in the nation. With more than 25 years combined
experience, our team of specialists provide the latest in reproductive technology at our state-of-the-art fertility center in Frisco, Texas,
as well as at our satellite offices in Dallas and Southlake. Though headquartered in Texas, we are an international practice, offering
services to patients around the world. At FST, our goal is to provide the most advanced fertility treatment available in a caring,
compassionate environment where each patient is treated as an individual. We’re dedicated to providing same-sex couples the best
medical plan for having a biological child, to provide the latest reproductive options available, to serve as a one-stop resource for
information, guidance and referrals for navigating third-party fertility and to make family building via fertility treatments efficient,
effective and as affordable as possible. At Fertility Specialists of Texas, we’re passionate about what we do, how we do it and why.
Fertility Specialists of Texas: where the waiting ends and families begin.

www.fertilitytexas.com

SAN DIEGO FERTILITY CENTER

GOLD

San Diego Fertility Center is one of the most highly respected and well-established fertility centers worldwide, serving a diverse patient population with
compassion, respect and confidentiality. With more than 60 years of collective experience diagnosing and treating infertility, San Diego Fertility Center is
proud to offer the LGBT community solutions in achieving parenthood through egg donation, surrogacy, IVF and Intrauterine Inseminations. San Diego
Fertility Center consistently maintains some of the highest live birth rates for Egg Donor IVF worldwide and experiences clinical pregnancy rates of 70% 80%. Our in-house Egg Donor Program provides the option of selecting an in- house candidate or utilizing an agency egg donor. San Diego Fertility Center
has a Success Guarantee financial program which offers peace of mind that you have chosen the right team to build your family!

www.sdfertility.com
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WORLDWIDE SURROGACY SPECIALISTS

GOLD

Worldwide Surrogacy Specialists (WSS) is dedicated to assist couples and individuals with the desire to achieve a family through third party assisted
reproduction by providing attentive, individualized representation at an affordable price. WSS is a caring and highly competent team of professionals led
by Founder and Legal Director Victoria T. Ferrara, Esq. We are here to save Intended Parents time, anguish and money, and to be a source of support for
all parties so they can focus on the joys of creating a family. Worldwide is a member of Resolve (The National Infertility Association), the American Fertility
Association, and the prestigious American Academy of Assisted Reproductive Lawyers. Please visit our website to learn more about our dedicated team of
professionals or like us on Facebook to get updates and the latest news about the surrogacy journey.

www.worldwidesurrogacy.org

CIRCLE SURROGACY

GOLD

Family is our inspiration. With more than 20 years of experience and more than 1,450 babies born, Circle Surrogacy is one of the oldest, gay-owned, fullservice surrogate-parenting agencies serving LGBTQ+ and heterosexual parents worldwide. Our dedicated staff is comprised of social workers, attorneys,
program coordinators, experienced surrogates, and parents through surrogacy. We have achieved unparalleled success rates for our intended parents by
controlling costs and insurance, securing high-quality IVF treatment, and focusing on our matching process. Our innovative offerings include unlimited
matching, unlimited IVF, a fixed-fee program, a guarantee program and a concierge program. We offer complimentary consultations as well as informational
seminars over Skype, in our office, and in many major cities around the world.

www.circlesurrogacy.com/events.

WESTERN FERTILITY

GOLD

The Mission of The Western Fertility Institute and Dr Kumar is to provide a supportive & comfortable environment utilizing the latest technology and
equipment on the path to achieving a healthy pregnancy. The physicians are dedicated, talented, and empathetic to the needs of the patients and are at
the top of their field. Greater than 95% of patients use PGS testing, facilitating pregnancy rates in the 70% – 80% range (per embryo transfer) for all age
groups. With in house surrogates, donors & different financial packages, it’s the one & only affordable stop you need to make, to grow your beautiful family.
Dr Kumar now travels globally to share his insight & expertise to others about WFI, and how he can help them pursue their dreams. If you would like to book
an appointment with Dr Kumar, during the conference in New York, please send an email to info@westernfertility.com or call on +1 818 292 2242 and be
a part of a magical journey.

www.westernfertility.com

CREATE FERTILITY CENTRE - CANADA

GOLD

Working with you to CReATe the family you’ve always dreamed of. Under the leadership of Dr. Clifford Librach, CReATe (Canadian Reproductive Assisted
Technologies) Fertility Centre specializes in highly individualized care for clients from across Canada and around the world. “Our patients have unique hopes
and dreams for a family” says Dr. Librach. Our team of professionals collaborate with you to provide personalized care with state-of-the-art on-site services
including anonymous or known egg donation, gestational surrogacy, cryopreservation and Pre-Implantation Genetic Screening (PGS). As such, CReATe
offers success rates among the top facilities in the world. Our staff strongly believe in caring for the whole patient taking into consideration social, cultural
and spiritual needs.

www.createivf.com
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PRELUDE

GOLD

Love is love. We embrace all families. Prelude is a network of top-tier fertility centers across the US offering
comprehensive fertility care. Whether you are single or a couple, we are here to help you start your family. We
compassionately support individuals and couples through this process. Egg Donor: Choose an anonymous or known
egg donor with the option of using our in-house Egg Donor Agency. Gestational Carrier: Choose an anonymous or
known gestational carrier. We can provide referrals to reputable agencies. IVF : Donor eggs are inseminated in the IVF
lab with the sperm of one or both of the male partners. One resulting embryo is then transferred to the uterus of the
gestational carrier. With Pacific Fertility Center, you are working with one of the leading fertility clinics in the Bay Area.
Having supported the LGBTQ community for decades, we have the expertise and partnerships to make parenthood a
reality. Make your family come true. Ready? Let’s build your family.

preludefertilit.com

FAMILY SOURCE CONSULTANTS

GOLD

Family Source Consultants’ has been assisting with family building for eleven years since January of 2007. Our home office is based in Chicago, IL with
additional offices in Dallas, TX and Miami, FL. As members of ASRM (The American Society of Reproductive Medicine) we are third party reproduction
experts who have a deep passion for assisting others with their family building endeavor through Surrogacy and/or Egg Donation. Family Source Consultants
is committed to equality! More than half of our Intended Parents are of the same sex. We look forward to helping you learn more about this incredible path
to parenthood and would love to talk with you by phone or email, or via a no-cost Skype or in-person consultation.

www.familysourcesurrogacy.com

IARC

SILVER

IARC is a U.S. surrogacy agency that has facilitated over 2,000 births for parents in over 24 countries in its 30 year history. Expert surrogacy from the heart
is our mission. We are proud to offer affordable full-service support for all legal, medical, financial, insurance, and administrative aspects of this process
while always remaining focused on the well-being of all parties involved. You may count on us for thorough education, transparency, and personalized
attention for each step of your program. This is not a “one size fits all” process, and we help intended parents make customized decisions that are best for
their needs, budgetary and otherwise. This is an emotional step but also one that is filled with excitement. Joining your family on this journey would be our
sincere privilege!

www.fertilityhelp.com

OREGON REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE

SILVER

ORM is one of the most experienced IVF clinics for donor egg surrogacy. For 30 years we have been
helping LGBTQ intended parents build their families. We are recognized globally for personalized care
and consistently achieving among the highest live birth success rates. ORM Donors is our in-house egg
donor program. Our local donors are fully and rigorously-screened which minimizes time, risk and cost
for intended parents. ORM Surrogacy is our program for intended parents working with a surrogate. We
have a dedicated team for managing these complex processes and longstanding relationships with the
most experienced and respected surrogacy agencies. ORM Genomics is our program for integrating the
most advanced reproductive genomics care and screening into every journey. Our goal is to give every
intended parent the very best chance for success and a healthy baby on their first attempt.

www.oregonreproductivemedicine.com
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PRIMAVITA

SILVER

PrimaVita Surrogacy empowers positive surrogacy experiences. Based in Austin, PrimaVita Surrogacy matches Texas gestational carriers with diverse
intended parents throughout the world. The Executive Director of PrimaVita is Simi Denson, a leading surrogacy attorney and a two-time surrogate, who
created the agency’s business model in response to her clients’ concerns and demands. Recognizing that every family’s needs and budget are different,
PrimaVita offers two levels of service without sacrificing commitment to legal and medical best practices and the highest ethical standards. The PrimaVita
team believes every child should be born into a loving relationship—in the world of creative family-building, that means not only the relationship between
the child’s parents, but also the relationship between the intended parents and their surrogate. Proudly inclusive, PrimaVita Surrogacy supports all families
through personalized matching, professional guidance, and attentive relationship support.

www.primavitasurrogacy.com

ART RISK

SILVER

ART Risk Financial & Insurance Solutions, Inc., is an insurance brokerage firm specializing in risk reduction for the Assisted Reproduction Technology
(ART) community. With over 16 years of experience working with agencies, attorneys, and intended parents, ART Risk combines technical expertise that
commands current market trends with a collaborative business model for client long-term satisfaction. Understanding the financial needs of their clients,
ART Risk has professionally partnered with Universal Family Insurance, LLC and NES Assurance to provide unprecedented strength in product, underwriting,
and claims management. ART Risk offers a fundamentally different approach in providing insurance services to the ART community. Providing clients with
the knowledge to better understand their liability exposures as well as structure the best available financial risk management solution, is always the highest
priority of ART Risk Financial & Insurance Solutions, Inc.

www.artrisksolutions.com

ALL FAMILIES SURROGACY

BRONZE

All Families Surrogacy, LLC, is a thriving gestational surrogacy agency based near Portland, Oregon, with a passion for helping to create all kinds of families.
Founded and operated by experienced surrogates, AFS has gained a stellar reputation worldwide for our professionalism and our personal dedication to our
surrogates and Intended Parents.

www.allfamiliessurrogacy.com

SURROGACY ESCROW ACCOUNT

BRONZE

Surrogacy Escrow Account Management
Experienced, Bonded, and Insured Escrow Account Management.
Our guiding principles at SEAM, LLC are transparency and outstanding customer service. We provide real-time access to account statements and daily
payment processing. Prompt communication is provided concerning every phase of the process, ensuring accounts are managed smoothly. Intended
parents, donors and carriers are treated with respect and personal attention.

www.surrogacyaccount.com
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FORT WORTH FERTILITY

BRONZE

Selecting the right fertility specialist is essential for success. Dr. Robert A. Kaufmann, founder of Fort Worth Fertility, created a legacy of excellence and
a place where miracles begin. Our state-of-the-art facility is home to a world-renowned fertility specialist, embryologist and compassionate support staff
committed to your successful outcome. As a board certified reproductive endocrinologist, Dr. Kaufmann practices advanced in-vitro fertilization (IVF)
techniques leading to thousands of baby births. We help intended fathers meet their goal of sharing a biological connection with their baby by utilizing
split-fertilization. Furthering our high standard of care, we only partner with reputable egg donor/surrogate agencies. Under Dr. Kaufmann’s leadership Fort
Worth Fertility reports superior clinical results, outpacing most other fertility clinics reporting IVF success statistics. At Fort Worth Fertility we strive to make
affordable, personal treatment options a reality for all hopeful parents.

www.fwivf.com

RMA TX

BRONZE

Reproductive Medicine Associates of Texas is the premier Texas fertility center. We are listed as a Leader in LGBTQ Healthcare
Equality, and provide a knowledgeable, dedicated team of third-party specialists ready to meet your needs in Austin and San
Antonio. At RMA of Texas our mission is to personalize your care to the most appropriate treatment for you. We use the most
advanced, and safest technologies available to help you achieve the dream of a family. We want to know you as a person with
your own medical, emotional and financial needs while considering your ethical and social values. Our aim is to make you feel
safe and pampered in our stress-free, spa-like, fertility clinics while offering cost-effective treatment options. Our main goal is to
successfully guide your transformation in the most positive way: Today you, tomorrow a family™.

www.rmatx.com

EMD SERONO

BRONZE

EMD Serono, the biopharmaceutical division of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany, is a specialized biopharmaceutical
company dedicated to developing therapies with groundbreaking potential. At EMD Serono, we recognized the potential of
specialty pharmaceuticals and patient care long ago, and have been dedicated to delivering on their promise ever since. We
have a legacy of both trying to find solutions to hard to treat conditions, as well as developing patient assistance programs
that help ensure that those who need our therapies are able to access them. As one of the top five U.S. companies exclusively
focused on specialty care, we see our innovation as a matter of balancing science with emotion – integrating our top minds
in research and development with the insights from patients and health care practitioners confronting real- world concerns.

www.emdserono.com

DESIGN RX

BRONZE

DesignRx® provides fertility medication discounts to cash paying patients through its national network of best in class fertility specialty pharmacies. The
DesignRx program offers significant discounts off of manufacturer list prices. Additionally, needs-based discounts are available for qualifying patients
through the DesignRx First Steps patient assistance program. For more information on these programs, please visit fertilitybydesign.com. DesignRx® is
also proud to support the Men Having Babies Gay Parenting Assistance Program by providing up to 75% off of our already deeply reduced medication prices.

www.designrx.net

THE BAIR FOUNDATION

BRONZE

Since 1967, The Bair Foundation has served children and families in crisis through therapeutic foster care and adoption. With 400,000 children in the foster
care system, and 100,000 of those children in need of adoptive families, The Bair Foundation gives children and teens a hope and a future.

www.bair.org
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At Family Source, we understand
that the challenges you face on your
path to parenthood are unique.
Our team of experts aims

Your Family
Building
Resource

to make your journey a
positive and fulfilling

experience – from selecting
an Egg Donor, to matching

with your Surrogate, through
the birth of your child, and

even in the months beyond.

ivf

Schedule a no-cost in-person
consultation at one of our
offices in Chicago, Miami, or
Dallas, or from your own
location via Skype.

surrogacy

(800) FSC-0529

egg donation

WWW.FAMILYSOURCESURROGACY.COM

Love is love.

We embrace all families.

gayparentstobe.com
844.203.7208

Ready?
Let’s build your family.
preludefertility.com
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GROW YOUR FAMILY
with the

EXPERTS

IVF | EGG DONORS | SURROGACY | REPRODUCTIVE GENOMICS

OregonReproductiveMedicine.com
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+1 503.274.4994

WE HELPED CREATE SOME OF
THE WORLD’S FIRST IVF BABIES
IVF, SURROGACY, EGG DONATION, GAY FAMILY BUILDING
California Fertility Partners has been helping men and women
of the LGBT Community to have babies and build happy families for over twenty years.

GUY RINGLER, MD
11818 WILSHIRE BLVD, STE 300 | LOS ANGELES, CA | 310.828.4008 TEL
WWW.CALIFORNIAFERTILITYPARTNERS.COM
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Questions about starting a family?

We have answers.

For over three decades,
the Boston IVF and
IVF New England fertility
network has recognized
equality and freedom in
parenting.
With more than 75,000
success stories since 1986, we
offer a comprehensive array of
family-building options,
cutting-edge technologies and
proven experience that will help
you to experience the joys of
parenthood.
Together, our team of fertility
experts will be by your side
every step of the way.
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We were the first in
New England to provide
IVF for a gay male couple
with donor eggs/gestational
surrogacy
We were the first in
New England to assist
a lesbian couple
achieve pregnancy

www.bostonivf.com

FROM THE SURROGACY ADVISOR PEER RATINGS DIRECTORY
from www.menhavingbabies.org/ratings as of 2/20/18
Satisfaction
Score

Golden Surrogacy
Surro Connections
Same Love Surrogacy*
Creative Family Connections*
NW Surrogacy
All Families Surrogacy*
IARC*
Worldwide Surrogacy Specialists*
ARTParenting*
Fertility Miracles
Simple Surrogacy*
Surrogate Alternatives (SAI)
The Surrogacy Source
Family Source Consultants*
Circle Surrogacy*
Canadian Fertility Consultants*
Growing Generations
Reproductive Possibilities
Extraordinary Conceptions
Center for Surrogate Parenting (CSP)
Open Arms Consultants
Lotus Blossom Consulting
ConceiveAbilities
Canadian Surrogacy Options
Tammuz Family
Lotus Surrogacy
Viva Family

Year
Founded # of Reviews

Average
journey
cost ($)

Web Site

USA SURROGACY AGENCIES WITH 10+ REVIEWS
9.9
2013
15
$126,700 www.goldensurrogacy.com
9.8
10
$113,300 www.surroconnections.com
9.8
2014
12
$120,000 www.samelovesurrogacy.com
9.6
2001
62
$133,300 www.creativefamilyconnections.com
9.3
1994
57
$121,000 www.nwsurrogacycenter.com
9.2
2014
18
$142,200 www.allfamiliessurrogacy.com
9.1
2003
31
$107,700 www.fertilityhelp.com/
9.1
2006
54
$126,400 www.assistedreproductionlaw.com
9
1996
31
$96,100 www.artparenting.com
8.9
2006
22
$125,000 www.fertilitymiracles.com
8.8
2002
64
$100,000 www.simplesurrogacy.com
8.7
1998
22
$128,000 www.surrogatealternatives.com
8.6
2003
11
$111,700 www.thesurrogacysource.com
8.3
2006
49
$104,000 www.familysourcesurrogacy.com
8.2
1995
141
$133,500 www.circlesurrogacy.com
7.9
2007
11
$98,200 www.fertilityconsultants.ca
7.6
1996
19
$166,000 www.growinggenerations.com
7.3
2009
27
$124,400 www.reproductivepossibilities.com
7.2
2004
21
$135,000 www.extraconceptions.com
6
1980
12
$129,100 www.creatingfamilies.com
USA SURROGACY AGENCIES WITH LESS THAN 10 REVIEWS
9.5
2003
6
$124,000 www.openarmsconsultants.com
9
2005
5
$128,000 www.LotusBlossomConsulting.com
8.9
1996
7
$111,400 www.conceiveabilities.com
8.8
5
$88,000 www.canadiansurrogacyoptions.com
SURROGACY OUTSIDE THE USA
9.4
2008
50
$72,400 www.tammuz.com
9.3
2009
29
$68,000 www.lotussurrogacy.com
9.3
2011
8
$71,000 www.viva-family.com

IVF CLINICS
San Diego Fertility Center (SDFC)*
Virginia Center for Reproductive Medicine
Fertility Specialists of Texas*
Reproductive Medicine Associates of CT (RMACT)*
California Fertility Partners*
Fertility & Surgical Associates of CA
Shady Grove Fertility Center
Fertility center of Las Vegas
Fort Worth Fertility
CT Fertility*
La Jolla IVF
Fertility Center of IL (FCI)
Oregon Reproductive Medicine*
RMA NJ
HRC Fertilty
Pacific Fertility Center Los Angeles (PFCLA)
New England Fertility (NEF)
Los Angeles Reproductive Center
aParent IVF
Oregon Health & Science U. (OHSU)
ReproMed
Center for Assisted Reproduction (CARE Fertility)
Pacific Fertility Center-San Francisco
CReATe Fertility Centre*
Markham (Canada)

Overall
Score

Year
Founded # of Reviews

First Cycle
Success

CLINICS WITH 10+ REVIEWS
9.9
1989
23
86%
9.7
2002
35
68%
9.6
2005
13
92%
9.6
2002
10
80%
9.6
16
81%
9.3
1999
13
85%
9.3
1991
25
68%
9.3
1988
43
86%
9.3
2008
23
67%
9.2
1991
188
73%
9.2
24
83%
9
38
74%
9
1989
83
84%
8.7
18
71%
8.7
20
79%
8.5
1992
45
63%
7.2
14
50%
CLINICS WITH LESS THAN 10 REVIEWS
10
2016
8
NA
9.9
8
NA
9.2
5
NA
9.2
6
NA
9.1
1989
7
NA
8.7
1999
6
NA
7.9
1991
8
NA
5.9
7
NA
23

Web Site

www.sdfertility.com
www.vcrmed.com
www.fertilitytexas.com
www.rmact.com
www.californiafertilitypartners.com
www.fertilityassociates.com
www.shadygrovefertility.com
www.fertilitycenterlv.com
www.fwivf.com
www.ctfertility.com
www.lajollaivf.com
fcionline.com
www.oregonreproductivemedicine.com
www.rmanj.com
www.havingbabies.com
www.pfcla.com.
www.nefertility.com
wwww.losangelesreproductivecenter.com
www.aparentivf.com
www.ohsu.edu
www.repromed.ca
www.embryo.net
www.pacificfertilitycenter.com
www.createivf.com
www.markhamfertility.com

ABOUT MEN HAVING BABIES
With over 6,500 future and current gay parents worldwide, the international nonprofit Men Having
Babies (MHB) is dedicated to providing its members with educational and financial support. Each year
over a thousand attendees benefit from unbiased guidance and access to a wide range of relevant
service providers at its monthly workshops in NYC and conferences in NYC, Chicago, Brussels, San
Francisco, Dallas and Tel Aviv. The organization’s Gay Parenting Assistance Program (GPAP) provides
dozens of couples annually with over a million dollars worth of cash grants, discounts and free services
from over fifty leading service providers. Collaborating with an advisory board made up of surrogates,
MHB developed a Framework for Ethical Surrogacy, which has received endorsements from leading
LGBT parenting organizations worldwide. In addition, MHB offers extensive online resources, a
directory with ratings and reviews of agencies and clinics, a Surrogacy Speakers Bureau, and a vibrant
online community forum.

SURROGACY WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES
MHB offers monthly workshops in NYC, as well as annual conferences in New York, San
Francisco, Chicago, Dallas, Austin, Miami/Fort Lauderdale, Tel Aviv and Brussels. These
conferences, which are organized with the help of prominent LGBT parenting organizations,
provide unparalleled opportunities to get unbiased information, access a wide range of
relevant service providers, and connect with others going through the surrogacy process.
Special interest panels for parents, prospects and professionals include topics such as
parenting for HIV+ men, speaking to your children about surrogacy and gay parenting,
testimonies from teenagers born via surrogacy, and ethical considerations in surrogacy.

THE GAY PARENTING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (GPAP)
The Gay Parenting Assistance Program (GPAP) was created as part of our mission to
make surrogacy services more affordable for gay men. GPAP annually provides dozens of
couples with access to substantial discounts and about $750,000 in cash grants and free
services from about fifty leading service providers. Funds for this program come from event
sponsorship fees and direct donations. Applications for discounts (Stage I) are accepted on
a rolling basis, and candidates for grants (Stage II) are evaluated annually.

THE SURROGACY ADVISOR DIRECTORY
In an effort to promote transparency and affordability, MHB conducts extensive surveys of
hundreds of surrogacy clients. Using the data we receive, we compile exclusive rating tables
with satisfaction levels for various agencies and clinics, as well as success rates, and real
cost figures. This information has already helped many prospective parents save thousands of
dollars by identifying affordable, effective providers. The directory includes a comprehensive
listing of over 100 providers from the USA and beyond with contact information, descriptions
of services, video introductions, and reviews. A universal consultation request form allows our
members to contact dozens of providers in one step.

ADVOCACY AND RESEARCH
Together with our Surrogates Advisory Committee and community partners worldwide, MHB
works to promote a Framework for Ethical Surrogacy that benefit all parties involved. We also
work to raise awareness about surrogacy by assisting academic studies, maintaining the
MHB Surrogacy Forum on Facebook for dads and surrogates, and setting up the first ever
Surrogacy Speakers Bureau.

